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BY
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1. Introduction. In this paper we shall consider functions/(z) which are mero-

morphic in the plane (hereinafter called meromorphic). In particular we consider

integral functions. Throughout the paper we shall assume familiarity with the

standard notation of the Nevanlinna theory,

T(r) = T(r,f), N(r,a), m(r,a), ô(a,f) -

and with the first fundamental theorem (see e.g. [7]). We define

M(r) = M(r,f) = max |/(z) |        (\z\=r),

p(r) = p(r,f) =min\f(z)\ (\z\=r),

using p(r) instead of mir) for the minimum modulus to avoid confusion with the

schmiegungsfunktion m(r,/). We shall assume that /(z) is transcendental i.e. that

logr = o(T(r))       (r->oo)

and also that /(0) = 1. It is easily seen in the sequel that this involves no loss of

generality.

If /(z) is an integral function then for r sufficiently large [7, p. 18]

(1.1) Tir,f) = logM(r,/) z% A±Tr(Ä,/) (0 < r < R).

From this it is easily deduced that the order or type of/(z) is the same whether it

is defined by T{r,f) or logM(r,/). We note in particular that

(1.2) lim i„f I^P- > 0 o lim inf l^Mpíl > 0,
r-*co ' r-*oo '

,, av ,.     • - Tir,f) .     logM(r,/)
(1.3) hm inf —^-—^ < oo •*> hm inf „        < oo.
v     '                                      rp                                       rp

If fiz) is an integral function of order p < 1 then [13], [14]
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,. .. N(r,0)       simip
(L4) lim SUP T-TTTT =- •

r-co     log M(r)        np

Since T(r,f) = N(r,0) + 0(1) we conclude

í\ « il«, c„«       r(r)    >  sin Tip
(1.5) hm sup  -¡——r- ¿-.

r-oo     logM(r) np

Consider the integral function F(z) with real negative zeros for which (0 < p < 1)

(1.6) n{r,0)~Arp (r->oo).

Then, as is well known (see e.g. [2])

N(r,0) ~ — r"      (r->oo),

A IT.
logM(r,F) = log F(r) ~ -.-r"       (r-* cd),

smnp

1      An f"
T(r,F0 = m(r,F)~--^prp j_(CosP9yd9,

=        A    r"       (r^oo)    (\<p<l\
psmnp \2 )

Thus (1.4) is best possible for 0 < p < I, and (1.5) is best possible for 0 < p ^ \.

2. The classical Wiman-Heins theory [8] and its extensions by Kjellberg [9],

[10] lead one to expect that the integral functions which only just attain the

growth demanded by (1.4) and (1.5) would have regular growth. We have the

following theorems.

Theorem 1. Let f(z) be an integral function with f(0) = 1 such that for some p,

0<puh
npT(r) ¿ sin tip logM(r)

for allr>0. Then

ß = lim inf ^- > 0.
rP

r—»en ■

If, further, ß < oo, then

T(r)~jßrp       (r->oo).

Theorem 2. Let f(z) be an integral function with f(0) = 1 and such that for
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some p, 0 < p < 1

(2.1) np Nir, 0) z% sin np log Mir)

for allr>0. Then

^=liminf logfr)>0.

If, further, ß' < oo, then

log Mir) ~ ß'r"       (r-^-oo),

...              ß'sinnp        .
JV(r,0) ~ —-—       (r->oo).

Ttp

It is of interest to state the following corollary, which is implicit in some recent

work of Edrei [3] (see also [6]).

Corollary 1. Let /(z) be an integral function of lower order A, 0<A<1, then

.. Tir)        .. TV(r,0)  .   sinn A
hm sup-j—ïTT-r-è hm sup-¡—\ /   ^ .

r^œ ^ log Mir) r^œ    log Mir)       %A

Proof. The first inequality is immediate. To prove the second let p be any number

greater than A. Then

liminflogM(r)=0
r-»oo '"

Thus by Theorem 2 there exists a sequence {rv} say, of values of r tending to in-

finity, such that

npN(ry,0) > sin np log M(ry),

i.e.

,-     m_    Njr,0)    > sin np
hm sup -— a-.

r-,œr  log M(r) 7tp

The result follows on letting p->A.

If p = 1 the condition (2.1) implies that f(z) has 0 as a Picard (and a fortiori

as a Borel) exceptional value. For such functions

log Mir) ~ ar"       (r -» oo)

for some a > 0 and positive integer n. Thus

/?- lim inf l0gM(r) >0
r

r-»oo '

and if ß < oo then
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log Mir) ~ ßr       (r -> oo).

Theorem 1 can thus be considered as an extension of this result to fractional

orders.

Theorem 1 is easily deduced from Theorem 2 as follows: Suppose that for

npTir) ^ sin^plogM(r).

Then, by the first fundamental theorem, since /(0) = 1

(2.2) np Nir, 0) ^ np Tir) ^ sin np log M(r).

Thus by Theorem 2

and so by (1.2)

ß' = lim inf 1Ogy>0

ß = lim inf ^ > 0.
H       .-«       rP

Also if ß < oo then by (1.3) ß' < oo. Hence by Theorem 2

sin np log M(r) ~ /?' sin rcp r^        (r -» oo),

up TV(r, 0) ~ ß' sin 7tp rp (r->oo)

and thus by the inequality (2.2)

ß'sinnp
Tir) ~ ir -> oo)

îip

as required.

3. For the case p > \ it is a conjecture of Paley [12] that for an integral function

of order p

hm sup^——— ^ —.
^ r log Mir)      np

The example of §1 shows that the result would be sharp for £ < p < 1. The Mittag-

Leffler functions [7, p. 19] show that it would be sharp for p > 1. This conjecture

is unproved, though GoTdberg, [5], has shown that it is true with the additional

assumption that there exists a 0 for which

log | fire") | ~ log Mir)       (r -► oo).

It is clear from our proof of Theorem 1 that it remains true for £ < p < 1.
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If the above conjecture of Paley is correct, however, the theorem  would be

vacuously true. Unfortunately the present results shed no light on the conjecture.

4. Theorem 1 can be extended, at any rate in part, to meromorphic functions.

We have

Theorem 3. Let f(z) be meromorphic with f(0) = 1 and such that for some

p,0<p<h

np T(r) :£ sin np log M(r) + np cos np N(r, oo)

for all r>0. Then

ß = lim inf Up- > 0.

If, further, ß < oo then

a = hm sup —v1 < oo.
rpr-*oo

Theorem 3 is an immediate corollary of the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Let f(z) be meromorphic in the plane and such that for some

p, 0 < p < I, either

(4.1) np N(r, 0) ^ sin np log M(r) + np cos np N(r,oo)

or

(4.2) sin np log p(r) ^ np cos np N(r, 0) — npN(r, oo)

for allr>0. Then

ß = lim inf IQ > 0.
Y?

r-* on '

If, further, ß < oo then

y T(r)
oc = hm sup —— < oo.

r-»oo

Remarks 1. Condition (4.2) is just condition (4.1) applied to F(z)=(f(z))~1,

and so it suffices just to consider (4.1).

2. The inequality (4.2) and its conclusion have been used by Ostrovskii [11]

to show that for a meromorphic function of lower order X < \,

lim sup-       '— = nX{eoseenX)(eosnX — 1 + ¿(oo)).
I—+00 -* v/

The result is sharp. An example to show this is easily constructed with the method

of [7, p. 117].
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3. It is an open question whether under the hypotheses of Theorems 3 and 4

we can conclude that a = ß i.e. that f(z) has perfectly regular growth in the

sense of Valiron.

In the proof of Theorem 4 we can prove the following slightly more general

theorem :

Theorem 5. Let /(z) be meromorphic and such that, for some p, 0 < p < 1,

given e > 0

f2 dr
(4.3) inp N(r, 0) — sin 7tp log M(r) — np cos np N(r, oo)) —— < e,

Jri r

for all r2> ry> r(e) or

(4.4) np Nir, 0) z% sin np log M(r) + np cos np N(r, oo) 4- O (log r)      (r —> oo).

If ß < oo then a < oo and if (4.4) holds ß>0.

5. The proof of Theorem 4 uses results similar to those in [6]. We also use the

techniques developed by Kjellberg.

Lemma 1. Let

(?\ »     / * \    i   Jzt     / r\
a„ > 0, bm> 0,™-m-ñhi) Ä0-Ö-

be meromorphic and of order less than one. Then there exist constants K, k,

depending only on Fiz) satisfying 0 < k < K < oo, such that for any r2 > rt > 0,

0<p<l,

Í (np N(r, 0) — sin np log | F(r) | — np cos np N(r> oo)) -j—
»*i

^ hTjri,F)     KTj2r2,F)
rP'2

Proof. Let C be the contour consisting of the line segments r y :£ t ^ r2,

— r2z^tz^—ry and the semicircles |z| = r., 0<argz<7r, and |z| = r2,

0 < arg z < n, with indentations, of radius ô say, around the zeros and poles

of Fiz). Consider

I logFiz)^

We consider that branch of z1 +p which is real for z > 0 and that branch of log F(z)

for which logFy(z) is real for z > 0 and log F2(z) real for z < 0. Since F(z)

is meromorphic log F(z) has only logarithmic singularities at the zeros and poles
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of F(z). The contribution to the integrand along any indentation is therefore

0(0 log l/<5) as ô -» 0. Since F(z) is analytic inside the contour we obtain on letting

5->0,

0 =  P (logF(r) - e-""IogF( - r)) £-
J'i '

+ 1   f%-",,logF(r3ew)d0-¿.   f1 e-'"9logF(riei9) df?.

On multiplying through by emp and taking real parts we obtain,

f"i ¿r
(n n(r, 0) — sin np log | F(r) | — n cos 7tp n(r, oo-)) -¡^

Jrt r

= ry-"P(ry) - r2"P(r2)

where

P{r) =-   f (cos p (n - 9) log | F(reie ) | - sin p(n - 9) arg F(rßi9 )) dB.
Jo

Now

Thus we obtain

J*rj dr
(np N(r, 0) — sin np log | F(r) | — np cos n:p N(r, oo)) -j^

ri r

(5.1)
= r-yPQ(ry)-r-2"Q(r2)

where

g(r) = nN(r,0) - n cos npN(r, oo) -f- P(r).

An application of Jensen's theorem [7, formula (1.5)] yields

Q(r)  = 7t:(l — cosnp)N(r, oo)

+    r(l-cosp(7r-ö))log|F(rei9)|
Jo

4- sin p(tü - 9) arg F(rei$) d9,

since F(z) is symmetric with respect to the real axis. Now

n(l -cosnp)N(r, oo) < 2nT{r),
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Í "(1 - cos p(n - 9) log | F(rew) \ < 2nT(r),

/•it /• It

sinp(n-9)atgF(reie) d9 <  [nn(r,0) + nn(r, ao)]        sinp(n - 9) dB
Jo Jo

< 7i2[n(r,0) + n(r, oo)].

Now

(5.2) n(r, 0) log 2 = n(r, 0) f '  y < f ' -{^L < N(2r, 0) < T(2r).

Similarly for n(r, oo), and so we obtain

(5.3) Q(r) < 4nT(r) + ~ T(2r) < KT(2r).

The left-hand inequality is not so immediate but it follows from the fact that

i/i(0) = 1 — cosp(7t — 9) is a decreasing function of 9 for 0 < 9 < n and that

m

m(r, F) = -   f log | F(rew) \ d9,
n   Jo

{r'F~)  = T flog\F{reu)\dO

for some y = y(r) satisfying O^y fin.

We prove the inequality only in the case 0^y = n/3, the cases when n/3 <y = 2nß

and 27t/3 < y ■— n being similar. Since

sinp(7c-0)argF(reifl)^O

for 0 — 9 — n we have

Qff)W n(l-cosnp)N(r,oo)+  f (I - cosp(n - 9))log\F(rew)\ d9
Jo

— n(l — cos np)N(r, oo) + n(l — cos p(n — y))m(r, oo)

+   Í   (1 - cosp(7r - 0))log I F(rew) \ d9.
Jy

Now log | F(re'e) | is a decreasing function of 9 and is less than zero for y < 9 = n.

Thus

(5.4) Í*    logIF(rew)\ dB < \ C logIF(rew)\dB=-\m(r,0).
Jln/3 -> J 7 J

Hence,
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Q(r) ^ jt(l - cos pin - y))T(r,F)

• 2it/3

de

• 2it/3

+ {J " + J" J (1 - cosp(^ - 0))log | (F re") |
/•2n/3

^ 7t(l - cosp(7i - y))T(r,F) 4- (1 - cosp(7r - 7)) log| F(rei9)| ¿0

•Wl-cos-^-W*    log|F(rew)|d0

= 7t(l — cosp(re — y))T(r,F) — n(l — cos p(n — y))m(r,0)

+ icospp(n -y)- cos y1\   I        log | F(re")| d0

> 7t(l - cosp(n — y))T(r,F) — n(l — cosp(n — y))m(r,0)

+ -j I cos — — cos p(n — y) 1 m(r, 0)

by (5.4). Therefore by the first fundamental theorem

Qfr) = I I" cos7^ - cos pin - y)l T(r,F)

= 3 I cos — -cos -y- I T(r,F)

since 0 ■— y < nß. This completes the proof of the lemma.

6. Proof of Theorem 4. If f(z) has only finitely many zeros and poles then,

since we are assuming that/(z) is transcendental

fiz) = ^|exp^(z),

where Py, P2 are polynomials and epiz) is an integral function. From this we

conclude that /(z) has lower order at least 1 and so

Tir)
ß = lim inf —— = 00

yP

for any p, 0 < p < I, and so the theorem is proved.

Now, following Kjellberg we choose R sufficiently large so that fiz) has TV

zeros and M poles in | z | < R where max (M, TV) > 0, R being? suitably chosen

later. We denote zeros by a„ and poles by bm. Let

M

*»-&('-?)/JU'-ï)-
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«z)-.n(i+1t|)/n,('-rq)-
and define /3(z) by

(6.1) /(z)=/1(z)/3(z).

Then for 0 < r < \R, [3, Lemma A]

(6.2) l0g|/3(^)|<Hzmr.

Now

(6.3) T(R,f2) = N(R,0) + N(R,oo) + E l0g(l + -¡^M +   I log ( 1 + ^j)
„ = i       \ \a„}/     m=i      \        \bm\/

and

i,og(i+í.)=riog(i+T)'i*o>

,„ ^,    „       CR   R     n(t,0)dt
<n(R,0)log2+join-t-±1>-

< T(2R,f) + N(R,0)       by (5.2)

< 2T(2R,f).

Thus from (6.3) we obtain

(6.4) T(R,f2) = 6T(2R,f).

Also, by a result of Edrei [3, formula 8.4], we have for r — $R

(6-5) T(r,f) è T(r,f2) + ^ T(2R,f).

We now apply Lemma 1 to f2(z), which satisfies the hypotheses, to obtain, for

anyry,r2,0<ry<r2<R,

C2 dr
(npN(r, 0) - sin np log \f2(r) \ - np cos npN(r, oo)) j^

>k Tir1J2)_      TVrjJJ
rf rr2      '

where k, K depend only on f2, i.e. on /. Thus by our hypothesis (4.1)

0 = sinnp f n (log\f2(r)\ -logM(r,f)) -^
Jri '

(6'6) ,   t nrufz)     KT(2r2,f2)
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But from (6.1),

logMirJ) è logMirJf) + logM(r,f3) z% log\f2(r)\ + logM(r,/3)
i.e.

log|/2W| - logM(r,/) = - logM(r,f3).

Thus for r2 z% % R we obtain by (6.2),

n dr
sinnp   I     (log|/2(r)| - logM(r,/))-^> -14sin7rp —--   J

r>>

-14sin7rp T(2R)f^_„       ,_,
-T^p--R—\r2   -ri

- 14sin7tp   TC2R)  t„f

0±kT{ruf)     lliriV"P   T(2RJ)       /6.2PjK+14-2'"lsin7r^n2R'/)

1-p R    rz     ■

If we now choose r2 = ^R we obtain from (6.6)

0 > h T(ri,/2) - 2"K-(-^ - 2"-» ■ 14 *^- T(2RJ)
rj RP l-p      RP

We now use the estimates (6.4) and (6.5) to obtain

'-"fl    ufr-V~P  T(2R>f)      (fil
fp-14U]        -^^--l6-2^ l-p       /      RP

Finally since ry < %R we have, for some suitable constant Ky > 0.

,67, 0^1rT(rxJ)        K    T{1RJ)
(6.7) °^k-^-Kl—çJkT-

This holds for all R and all r, < \R.

7. Theorem 4 now follows from (6.7). Suppose that rt is fixed, then by the

definition of ß there exist arbitrarily large values of R such that for any e > 0

T(2R,f)<(ß + s)(2R)P.

Thus for any e > 0

(7.1) kIi!j2il^Ky(ß + s).

The left-hand side of this inequality is a fixed positive number and so if ß = 0

this gives a contradiction. Thus

ß = lim inf ^- > 0.

Also (7.1) holds for any rx. Thus if ß < oo we obtain
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Tir)   . Kyß
a = hm sup —— :£ —;— < oo.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.

We note that for a given fiz) explicit values of Ky and k could be calculated.

This, however, sheds no light on the more interesting question of whether or not

a = ß under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.

If instead of (4.1) we use the assertions (4.3) and (4.4) we obtain instead of (6.7)

the assertions

^■,F(r.,/) TJ2RJ)
-k      rPy Kl     i2R)p   '       ri>r(£)

and

K2logrt       Tjry,f) T(2R,f)
re      -       tf l    (2R)p

respectively for some K2 < oo. The conclusions then follow as before since we are

assuming that f(z) is transcendental. Thus Theorem 5 is proved.

8. It remains to prove Theorem 2. By Theorem 4 and (1.1) we have ß' > 0,

and if ß' < oo, then

/o <>, i    v log M(r)
(8.1) a = hm sup — p       < oo

and we have to show that a = ß. Now f(z) has genus zero by (8.1). Let

FW=Ä(1+iti)'
Then, [8], p. 204, we have

(8.2) log Mir, f) z% log Fir),

Hence by (2.1)

(8.3) Nir,0) = ^^logF(r).
np

Also from (8.1)

..             logF(r)
at = hm sup-— < oo.

Now Fiz) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1, and so, with the notation of that

lemma
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(8.4) n (nPN(r,0) - sinnplogF(r)) JL- = 9^A-9^A.
Jri r r y r2

Now by (5.2),

Q(r) < KT(2r) < KlogF(2r)

and so from (8.4)

a" = lim sup ^y- < oo.

By (8.3) we obtain

Qjrù ^ Qjr2)

r\    -    r£

for all r2> ry> 0. Now let r2 -* oo through a suitable sequence of values so that

r 2pQ(r2) tends to its lower limit ß" say. We obtain a" :£ ß" and so Q(r) ~ ot"rp(r->' oo).

Applying this to (8.5) we see that given any e > 0 there exists an r(e) such that

for r2 > ry > r(e),

C2 dr
e > (npN(r,0) - sinnplogF(r)) —¡-¡^ > — e.

Jri r

By our hypothesis (2.1) and (8.2)

rz dr
- e < (npN(r,0) - sinnplogM(r,f)) -—; = 0

Jr, i

and so we obtain by subtraction that

0 ̂  sinirp r (logF(r) - log M(r,f)) -^ - 2s.
Jri '

Thus the integral

j\lçgF{r)-logM(r,f))^

exists and is finite. Now,

logF(r) = r   rgftg^,rr*M)ft

and so we may write (8.3) as

r-"N(rO)< ^"Pft-P  i" N{t'0)    fdt

sin Tip   /""NfLO)      (f/r)1+p    dt

«/»    Jo       *'      ((t/r) +1)2    t '
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We let r = e\ t = e" and let xpis) = r~pTV(r,0). Thus (8.3) becomes

Ms) = =? Hu)
sinnp p   ...    (e»-01+p

-nV LHU) J^TW

i.e.

(8.5) ipis) ̂    f    ipiu)Kiu - s) du,
•1—00

where

X(x) = ^^e*(1+PV + l)-2.
np

Convolution inequalities like (8.5) have been studied by Essén [4]. He has the

following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let \p(s) be bounded and slowly decreasing, i.e.

lim inf     lim inf   | ip(y) - \p(x) \ = 0.
x-»oo      y — x-*0;y>x

IfKix)e ¿Pi — oo, oo) and satisfies

Kix) dx = l,I
/•oo

[ x | Kix) dx < oo,
J—00

r xKix) dx = m # O,

then the inequality (8.5) implies that lim^^iX*) exists.

If we apply the lemma to ipis) — r~pN(r,0) as above, we obtain

Nir,0)~lrp       (r->oo)

for some I. We must show that ip and K satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma.

It is easy to verify that

poo ex(l+p)dx

Differentiating with respect to p we obtain (0 < p < 1)

f°° xex(1+p)dx
. x . i\2 = KismnP ~ nPcosnP)cosec2 np ^ 0.

J-oo      \fi   + ■*■/
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The other condition on K is also clearly satisfied. It follows from (8.1) that \p(s)

is bounded. Also

As r2jry -» 1 and r-* oo the above expression tends to zero, and so ip is slowly

decreasing. Thus

N(r,0)~lr"       (r->oo)

and elementary Tauberian and Abelian arguments enable us to conclude that

n(r,0)~/prp (r-*oo),

log F(r) ~nlp (cosec np)r"       (r -> oo).

But from (8.4) we conclude by a well-known argument [1, §4] that

limr~p(logF(r) - logM(r,/)) = 0

as r -» oo outside an open set, E say, of finite logarithmic length. Thus for r ^ E

logM(r,f) ~ nlp(cosecnp)rp       (r -* oo).

But if reE there exists ryr2<£E with ry<r <r2 and such that log(r2¡ry)->0

(ry -* oo). Now log M(r,f) is a monotonie increasing function of r. Thus given

e > 0 we have, for r sufficiently large,

log M(r,f) > logM(ry,f) ~ nip (cosec 7rp)rp > nl p (cosec np) (I — e)r"

and

log M(r,f) < logM(r2,f) ~ nip (cosec np)r2 < nip (cosec np)(l + ¿)rp.

Hence

log M(r,f) ~ 7t/p (cosec np)r p    (r-* oo).

Thus, by the definition of ß',

log M(r,f) ~ ß'r" (r-^oo),

NfrjO)~Ê^erp        (r-»oc),
np

which is the required result.
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